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Attachment A
West Virginia Department of Economic Development

Community Development Block Grant- MItigation
(CDBG-MIT)

SCOPE OF WORK (SOW)

Provide a clear and precise description of the proposed project including any milestones, reports, and
deliverables (task and outcomes) expected to be provided. What are the project outcomes? How will
outcomes be measured, collected, documented? Fully describe all activities for all parts of the proposed
project; a description of the immediate and adjacent geographical areas; all effects the project will have
on low- to moderate-income persons; all contemplated actions.










	Text1: Oversight of the project will be in conjunction with Region 4 Planning and Development Council, The Thrasher Group and the Craigsville PSD to ensure compliance with WV Code, Quarterly Project updates, environmental guidances and the project goals outlined in the PER.  The project will focus on constructing a new 900 GPM water treatment plant adjacent to the existing Craigsville Water Treatment Plant site. The existing and proposed sites are located in Allingdale, WV along the Gauley River. The upgraded WTP will be constructed above the 500-year flood plain.  The new Water Treatment Plant will: -Be sized so that it would pump water less than 10 hours per day as the regulations         from the WVBOH recommends.-Permit the existing plant to be operating during construction of the new plant. -The filter backwash solids and sedimentation sludge and can be pumped to the existing Craigsville Wastewater Treatment Plant as it is currently with the existing plant.-Allow Craigsville PSD to remain as a back-up source of water for the City of Summersville as needed. -Increase capacity of the plant  from 565 GPM to 900 GPM, which will allow future addition of customers for the PSD,s system.The existing WTP will be decommissioned and converted to storage facility for the new structure.  The increased capacity for storage can assist the PSD with cost saving efforts as maintaining an inventory of supplies which can often be pre-purchased at a better rate and the ability to store mechanical equipment that be repaired, re-purposed and relocated. In addition, to the facility benefits the outlined project adheres to the Region 4 PDC Hazard Mitigation Goals and Objectives in protecting the Community Lifelines of Water, Food and Shelter.  The mitigation measures can secure the supply of water in times of disasters, like floods, which can instantly put a significant strain on the ability of low and moderate income family units to maintain access to water, shelter for residents, and interrupt food and supplies. The PSD will be required to purchase the property where the new WTP is to be located.  The project will require appraisal and legal services to facilitate the purchase of the property.


